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8 Characteristics of Leadership 

“Intangibles of Leadership” 

(Author Richard Davis 2010) 

 

8 Critical Functions of Leadership: 

Casting Vision  

 Building Teams 

 Motivating and Inspiring  

Solving Problems 

Change Management 

Establishing Core Values 

Allocating Resources 

Developing Emerging Leaders 

 

“5 Aspects of Leadership” (Evaluation Scale 1-10)  

Grit: (How you develop it) have a “Whatever it takes” attitude. 

Passion & perseverance over the long haul, steady determination. 

Play hurt, use every last drop to move ahead.  Don’t quite the 

process “Little Engine that could” (Others had more HP – “not 

willing”) 

 

Abraham Lincoln, Gandhi, Nelson Mandela, - All had trails, but we 

know their names today because they had grit, perseverance  

Developing Grit demands difficulty.  Grit grows every time you 
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overcome Overcoming difficult task = grit developer Elite leaders 

push themselves (physically, spiritually, emotionally, intellectually,)  

Elite leaders over deliver - every time. 

  

 

Self-Awareness: (Who are you trying to impress?) 

(Those that don’t know- don’t know that they don’t know) “Deal 

breaker” 

This guards making questionable decisions from your past. Also, 

“Orgizational self-awareness” Intangibles that each leader brings and 

the intangibles your origination brings Individually and corporately  

 

Honesty – You don’t know how much better you can get when 

you’re not being honest with each other.  

 

Behold the Blind Spots: Def: - Blind Spot - something a leader 

believes they do well at, but really don’t. It’s not the same as a 

weakness. If you’re an over-worker- you’re not happy – unless 

everyone else is unhappy too. 

 

PR: - I remember my first staff position – coming to work singing 

and happy – only to get chewed out for something that happened 

days or even weeks ago.  Almost like the boss was unhappy – no one 

else was allowed to be!  
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Work aholics – wants everyone else to be as miserable as there are- 

sacrifice as much as they do.  Live in pain as much as they do.  

 

How well do you handle the truth?  

 

What happens when truth speaks to power? 

 

Is your past messing with your decisions for today? How do you 

grow in self-awareness? = Honest feedback from others  “Everyone 

thinks they can sing” – but some shouldn’t be leading worship! 

Ask what you do well with? – ask, what you don’t do well with? 

 

Resourcefulness: 

Stay at it until you figure it out.  

Addiction to learning  

Difficult task demand that we solve.  

 

Self-Sacrificing Love: (not self-centered results) 

King David (organized his men – knew them so well. He understood 

what they were good at and placed them there.  His men loved him 

for it. 1 Samuel 22:2 

 

Sense of Meaning: (The White Hot Why) 
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St: “No one sees, but often results in what everyone wants 


